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Mallikarjun Kharge set to be next Congress chief as Gandhi
loyalists, G23 back him; Tharoor his challenger

Simmi Kaur Babbar

New Delhi, September 30: Eighty-year-old
Mallikarjun Kharge, the sitting leader of oppo-
sition in Rajya Sabha, is all set to become the
next Congress president with the Gandhi fam-
ily loyalists as well as leaders of the pro-reform
G-23 group throwing their weight behind him
after he filed his nomination for the election to
the top post on Friday. As soon as Kharge, a
last-minute entrant after Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot pulled out of the race,
announced his decision to run, another con-
tender for the Congress chief's post Digvijaya
Singh withdrew in the veteran's favour and
calls surfaced seeking consensus behind the
former nine-term Karnataka MLA and a three-
term MP. Mallikarjun Kharge addresses a
press conference. Tribune photo: Manas
Ranjan Bhui Gehlot, who was one of the formi-
dable proposers for Kharge today, said per-
haps Shashi Tharoor, who also filed his papers
for the contest today, "would also withdraw
from the contest making it a consensus elec-
tion". Former Haryana Congress chief
Kumari Selja also appealed to Tharoor to with-

draw. Tharoor, 66, however, said he was deter-
mined to run and was not "daunted by his
rival". "This election is about the youth and the

future of India. I have a vision to decentralise
the Congress, reimagine AICC headquarters,

increase focus on youth and women. My nom-
ination papers with 60 signatures represent
the voices of Congress leaders from Kashmir

to Kerala, Punjab to Nagaland, and across,"
Tharoor said planning to visit all states and dis-

tribute his "manifesto" to all 9,100 Pradesh
Congress Committee delegates, who are vot-
ers in the election. Kharge for his part had a
strong list of proposers who signalled com-
plete backing of incumbent Congress presi-
dent Sonia Gandhi to the senior leader. The
list of proposers backing the veteran leader
revealed that Kharge versus Tharoor would
be a no contest in case matters come to an
election, scheduled for October 17. Kharge's
proposers include Gandhi loyalists AK
Antony, Ambika Soni, Ashok Gehlot,
Abhishek Singhvi, Digvijaya Singh, Salman
Khurshid, Ajay Maken, Tariq Anwar, Rajeev
Shukla, Vineet Punia as well as G23 leaders
Mukul Wasnik, Anand Sharma, Bhupinder
Singh Hooda, Manish Tewari and Prithviraj
Chavan. Speaking for G23, Tewari surprising-
ly called for consensus for the top post on
Friday morning and quoted late president
Pranab Mukherjee on the matter. Mukherjee
had said, "Certain offices should not be
sought, rather they should be offered.
Congress presidency is one such office."
Tewari said it was time to close ranks and sup-
port Mallikarjun Kharge.

EMIs to rise as RBI hikes interest rate again
Naresh Malhotra

Mumbai, September 30: Home, auto
and other loan EMIs are set to rise further
after the RBI on Friday raised the key
interest rate by 50 basis points, the fourth
straight increase since May, with more
hikes expected to rein in inflation. The
monetary policy committee (MPC), com-
prising three members from the RBI and
three external experts, raised the key
lending rate or the repo rate to 5.90 per
cent - the highest since April 2019 - with
five out of the six members voting in
favour of the hike. Since the first unsched-
uled mid-meeting hike in May, the cumu-
lative increase in interest rate now stands
at 190 basis points and mirrors similar
aggressive monetary tightening in major
economies around the globe to contain
runaway inflation by dampening demand.
The MPC also decided by a majority of 5
out of 6 members to remain focused on
the withdrawal of the accommodative pol-
icy stance to ensure that inflation remains
within the target going forward, while
supporting growth, said RBI Governor

Shaktikanta Das. “The inflation trajectory
remains clouded with uncertainties aris-
ing from continuing geopolitical tensions
and nervous global financial
market sentiments,” he said.
“If high inflation is allowed to
linger, it invariably triggers
second-order effects.” The
rise in repo rates would trans-
late into higher borrowing
costs for corporates and indi-
viduals. Pledging to “remain
alert and nimble” and data-
dependent, he said “calibrat-
ed action” will be taken to
shield the economy amid
fears of a global recession. “In
this backdrop, MPC was of
the view that persistence of
high inflation, necessitates
further calibrated withdrawal
of monetary accommodation
to restrain broadening of
price pressures, anchor inflation expecta-
tions and contain the second-round
effects. This action will support the medi-
um-term growth prospects of our econo-

my,” he said. He said the current policy
rate, adjusted for inflation, was still below
2019 levels. The RBI cut its economic

growth outlook for FY23 to 7 per cent
from 7.2 per cent previously, while keep-
ing its 6.7 per cent forecast on inflation.
Consumer price index-based inflation

accelerated to 7 per cent in August, driven
by a surge in food prices, and has stayed
above the RBI’s mandated 2-6 per cent tar-

get band for eight consecutive
months. Rumki Mujumdar,
economist, Deloitte India, said
inflation is expected to remain
high even though supply-side
constraints will likely ease.
“This is because we are opti-
mistic about demand and
expect strong consumer spend-
ing to exceed supply, therefore
leading to demand-pull infla-
tion.” On the rupee, Das said
the RBI did not have a level for
the currency in mind and it was
focused on curbing volatility.
The 67 per cent decline in for-
eign exchange reserves, he
said, was due to valuation
impact and that the war chest
remains robust. His statement

implied that RBI interventions are likely
to continue and be focused towards
defending any extreme volatility in the
rupee.

AAP Gujarat co-incharge Raghav Chadha
likely to be arrested: Arvind Kejriwal

Nashir Husain

New Delhi, September 30 :
Preparations are under way to arrest AAP
leader Raghav Chadha since he
was appointed the party's co-
incharge of political affairs in
Gujarat, Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal claimed on
Friday. Rajya Sabha MP
Chadha, who is credited with
playing a significant role in the
AAP's victory in the assembly
elections in Punjab earlier this
year, was recently appointed co-
incharge of the party's political
affairs in Gujarat where elec-
tions are due this year. "We are
hearing that these people will
arrest Ragav Chadha now since
he has been appointed co-
incharge of Gujarat and he has
started participating in poll campaigns in
Gujarat," Kejriwal, the AAP's national con-
venor, said in a tweet in Hindi. "In which

case they will (arrest) and what will be the
allegations, these people are working on
these points at present," he added.
Kejriwal's claim comes after the CBI

arrested the party's media communica-
tions in-charge Vijay Nair in connection
with the alleged Delhi excise policy
"scam" on Tuesday. On Wednesday,

Kejriwal slammed the BJP-led Centre over
Nair's arrest and asked his party workers
and leaders to be ready to go to jail, saying
anyone from AAP could now be arrested

on false charges as the BJP was
scared of losing Gujarat. He also
defended Nair saying he was just a
"small worker" of the AAP and that
he had nothing to do with the
excise policy. He alleged that the
CBI arrested Nair following sev-
eral rounds of questioning over
the past few days after he
refused to buckle under their
pressure to give a false state-
ment against Delhi Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia to
implicate the senior AAP leader
in the alleged excise "scam".
Nair was arrested also because
he was engaged in preparing the

AAP's communications strategy to drive
the party's poll campaign in Gujarat
after the elections in Punjab earlier this
year, Kejriwal alleged. 

PM Modi flags off updated Vande Bharat Express
train; says people will prefer it over flights

Sanjay Kumar

Ahmedabad, September 30: Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Friday flagged off the updated ver-
sion of the Vande Bharat Express
train from Gandhinagar-Mumbai
and took a ride on the high-speed
train to Kalupur station in
Ahmedabad.  At the flagging-off
ceremony today, the Prime
Minister said that once people
experience the Vande Bharat
trains they would prefer it over
flights. "Vande Bharat makes 100
times less noise inside the train
than an aeroplane. People who are
used to travelling on flights will
prefer the Vande Bharat train once
they get to experience it," Modi said after
flagging off the Gandhinagar-Mumbai
Vande Bharat Express. "The train
between Ahmedabad and Mumbai will
make travel between two big cities of the
country comfortable and also reduce the

distance between them," he added.
Further, he said, "Today is a big day for
India in the 21st century, for urban con-

nectivity and for India to become self-
reliant." He announced that under the
FAME (Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of Hybrid & Electric
Vehicles in India) scheme, 7,000 electric
buses have been approved in the country.

Under the FAME scheme, electric buses
will be manufactured for poor, middle-
class comrades in cities to get rid of

smoky buses. He added that India
of the 21st century is going to get
new momentum from the cities of
the country. With changing times, it
is necessary to continuously mod-
ernise our cities with the changing
needs. The system of transport in
the city should be modern, there
should be seamless connectivity,
and one means of transport should
support the other, it is necessary to
do this, he further said. Today's
India considers speed important,
and considers fast development as a
guarantee. This request for speed is

also visible in the Gatishakti National
Master Plan today, the Prime Minister
stated. It also appears in the National
Logistics Policy and this is also evident in
the drive to increase the speed of our rail-
ways, he further stated.

Film Heritage Foundation announces
Amitabh Bachchan film festival to mark

cine icon's 80th birth anniversary
Mumbai, September 30: Film Heritage Foundation

on Friday announced a film festival to celebrate
Amitabh Bachchan's 80th birth anniversary, as a part
of which movies featuring the megastar will be
screened in 17 cities across the country. The not-for-
profit organisation, founded by filmmaker and
archivist Shivendra Singh Dungarpur, has curated a
collection of 11 blockbuster films such as ‘Don’, ‘Kaala
Patthar’, and ‘Kaalia’, in partnership with leading mul-
tiplex chain PVR Cinemas. The four-day event, titled
'Bachchan Back to the Beginning', will open on
October 8 and close on October 11, the star's birthday.
The gala will cover 172 showcases and 30 screens
across 22 cinema halls all over India. Bachchan said he
never thought he would see a day that all these films
from his early career would be back on the big screen.
"It is a remarkable initiative of the Film Heritage
Foundation and PVR to showcase not just my work, but
the work of my directors, fellow actors and technicians
of the time who made these films possible. "It brings
back an era that is gone, but not forgotten. This is why
saving India's film heritage is so important. I hope that
this is just the beginning of many festivals that will cel-
ebrate landmark films of Indian cinema back on the big
screen," the 79-year-old actor said in a statement.
According to the press release issued by Film Heritage
Foundation, audiences across cities such as Mumbai,
Delhi, Kolkata, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad,
Surat, Baroda, Raipur, Kanpur, Kolhapur, Indore, and
Bachchan's hometown Prayagraj will get to see some
of superstar's landmark films in cinema halls. Other
titles to be screened as part of the festival are ‘Kabhi
Kabhie’, ‘Amar Akbar Anthony’, ‘Namak Halaal’,
‘Abhimaan’, ‘Deewar’, ‘Mili’, ‘Satte Pe Satta’, and
‘Chupke Chupke’. Dungarpur, director of Film
Heritage Foundation, said the festival aims to provide
audiences with a cinematic experience of Bachchan's
movies. “Growing up, I was the biggest Amitabh
Bachchan fan.
Gen Anil Chauhan takes charge as 
India's new Chief of Defence Staff

New Delhi, September 30: General Anil Chauhan on
Friday became India's new Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)
with a mandate to implement the ambitious theaterisa-
tion plan that seeks to ensure tri-services synergy and
prepare the military for future security challenges.
Newly-appointed Chief of Defence Staff General Anil
Chauhan arrives for the tri-service Guard of Honour at
South Block in New Delhi. Tribune photo: Manas
Ranjan Bhui General Chauhan, a former eastern Army
commander, took charge as the country's senior-most
military commander over nine months after first CDS
General Bipin Rawat died in a helicopter crash in Tamil

Nadu. "I will try to fulfil expectations of the three serv-
ices," General Chauhan said. Known as an expert on
China, his appointment to the top post comes amid the
lingering border row between Indian and Chinese
troops in eastern Ladakh. Sixty-one-year-old Chauhan
will also function as secretary in the Department of
Military Affairs. He retired from service on May 31 last
year when he was serving as the eastern Army com-
mander. After his retirement, he was serving as the mil-
itary adviser to the National Security Council Secretariat
headed by National Security Adviser Ajit Doval. Before
assuming charge of the CDS, General Chauhan paid
tributes to India's fallen soldiers at the National War
Memorial in the India Gate complex. He was also
accorded a tri-services guard of honour at the lawns of
the South Block in the Raisina Hills. Born on May 18,
1961, General Chauhan was commissioned into the 11
Gorkha Rifles of the Indian Army in 1981. As CDS,
General Chauhan's primary task will be to implement
the theaterisation model to bring in tri-services synergy
by rolling out integrated military commands.

After Shrikant Tyagi fiasco,
Noida authority demolishes
multiple encroachments in

Grand Omaxe society
Noida, September 30: The Noida Authority on

Friday bulldozed encroachments into common
spaces by several apartment owners in Grand
Omaxe housing society, where a spat between
politician Shrikant Tyagi and another resident over
the same issue had triggered a major row last
month. Tyagi was arrested after he was caught on
tape abusing and shoving a woman who protested
when palm trees were being planted in the open
space in front of Tyagi’s ground-floor apartment.
The razing of encroachments, mostly temporary
constructions outside ground-floor apartments,
came in the wake of a 48-hour notice by the author-
ity after more than a dozen palm trees were again
transplanted outside Tyagi’s apartment on
Tuesday despite police presence. Multiple excava-
tors and around half a dozen dumper trucks were
used to demolish the encroachment, Noida author-
ity officials said. Many society residents, whose
houses had encroachments, initially resisted the
movement of bulldozers and trucks in the society
with some of them even sitting down in protest,
urging them to spare their flats. “After the initial
resistance there was no law and order situation in
the process. Adequate security personnel have
been deployed,” ACP (Central Noida 1) Abdul
Qadir said. The exercise was carried out amid
heavy police presence.

BJP leaders won’t roam freely if
they rip our posters, warns ex-
Karnataka CM Siddaramaiah

Bengaluru The leader of Opposition in
Karnataka and former chief minister
Siddaramaiah on Friday issued a warning to
BJP leaders against vandalising party posters
in the state. This comes a day after posters of
Rahul Gandhi and Congress leaders put up to
welcome the party’s Bharat Jodo Yatra were
torn in the Gundlupet area. Congress leaders
had accused BJP workers of tearing the
posters which were put up on the highway
passing through Gundlupet.Siddaramaiah
said, “They are vandalising our posters and
flexes. I would like to warn that if they try to
continue to do this, none of the BJP leaders
will be seen roaming freely in Karnataka, our
Congress workers have that kind of power to
do that in the state.”He added that he had spo-
ken to the police on Thursday and the day
before. “They're trying to do these kinds of
things. I would like to tell the police depart-
ment that in the next six months the govern-
ment will change. Congress will come back to
power again and I am warning the same to the
police,” Siddaramaiah added.The party's
Bharat Jodo Yatra entered its Karnataka leg on
Friday with party leaders including
Siddaramaiah welcoming Rahul Gandhi at the
state border.

Maharashtra man assaulted
by mob on suspicion of being
child-lifter; hospitalised for

multiple injuries
Thane, September 30: A man in his thir-

ties was severely beaten up by a mob on the
suspicion of being a child-lifter at Diva in
this city, police said on Friday. The incident
took place on Thursday afternoon and the
victim, Pintu Nissar, was rescued by the
police and admitted to a local hospital,
where he is currently undergoing treatment
for multiple injuries, an official said. "Nissar,
who works in a local hotel, was standing by
the roadside in Diva when a speeding truck
went past him. As he stepped back, a girl
standing behind him got pushed and fell
down. But when Nissar tried to lift her up,
her mother raised an alarm suspecting him
to be a child-lifter," an official of Mumbra
police station said. "Soon, people gathered
around him and started beating him up.
They thrashed him with whatever they
could lay their hands on, including a log of
wood and iron rod. The victim kept pleading
with them that he was not a child-lifter. But
the mob continued to attack him," the offi-
cial said.
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Ranveer Singh Pens Tribute to Rapper 
Coolio on Insta Amid Separation 
Rumours With Deepika Padukone

anveer Singh and Deepika Padukone sent 
social media into a frenzy on Thursday 
morning after some unverified reports and R

tweets about their alleged separation went 
crazily viral on the internet. The couple tied the 
knot in a low-key ceremony in Italy in 2018 after 
dating for about six years. There has been no 
clarification on the wild rumours from the couple 
or their teams so far.

And now amid all the speculations, Ranveer has 
taken to his Instagram Story to pen a moving 
tribute to American rapper Coolio, who passed 
away at the age of 59 in Los Angeles on 
Wednesday. The artist, whose real name is Artis 
Leon Ivey Jr, died at a friend’s house, his 
longtime manager, Jarez Posey, told the 
Associated Press.

Ranveer shared a photo of Coolio on his Instagram 
Story and added a red heart and a folded hand 
emoji. Ranveer also turned off the replies on his 
Story.

According to multiple media reports and some 
viral tweets, the couple’s marriage seems to have 
hit a rough patch. However, during a recent 
event, Ranveer appeared to dispel all the 
speculations surrounding his relationship with 
Deepika as he was all praise for his wife. 
“Touchwood… We met and started dating in 
2012… so 2022 is ten years of me and Deepika," 
Ranveer said at the FICCI Frames fast track 
event.

Ranveer even said that he might collaborate with 
Deepika on the big screen soon. “I have nothing 
but the utmost respect for her and I admire her a 
lot. I have learnt a lot from her in my personal life 
too. There is a sweet surprise for everyone. You 
guys will see us together very soon. She is one of 
the best things that has happened to me and am so 
grateful for her in my life,” Ranveer added.

Ranveer and Deepika fell in love on the sets of 
Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s Ram-Leela. Soon after 
the release of the movie on November 15, 2013, 
Ranveer and Deepika started dating. However, 
the couple had decided to keep their relationship 
a secret.

Malishka Mendonsa Asks 'Who 
Can Afford to Give You an 

Excuse' After Shah Rukh Khan 
Replies to Her in 10 Minutes

alishka Mendonsa, who has already 
cemented her place as a prolific radio 
jockey, is currently impressing people M

with her acting chops. Her latest short film, 
Parde Mein Rehne Do, has gathered a lot of 
praise from her fans and industry people alike. 
Even Shah Rukh Khan was left impressed with 
the trailer of the hard-hitting drama and replied 
to her in just 10 minutes. When News18 
Showsha connected with her for an exclusive 
conversation, the actress did not hide her 
excitement and opened her heart to us.

In great detail, she shared with us what 
transpired when she sent the link of the trailer 
to SRK over SMS, before the release of the 
film. She began, “There is an SRK the actor, 
and there is one SRK the person. Not everyone 
has the privilege of knowing both, but I think 
most people who meet him will see the person 
SRK. He is one of the biggest superstars in our 
country. I sent the trailer to a lot of people in the 
industry and a lot of them congratulated me. 
Whether it’s Vidya Balan or Gauahar Khan, so 
many people from the industry have written to 
me. Even Rakhi Sawant shared my video.

“So my director and I were wondering who can 
we send the trailer to next and she casually 
said, ‘Send it to Shah Rukh Khan’, without 
knowing I have his number. So I sent it to SRK 
on SMS and wrote a lovely message adding 
that maybe someday I will share the screen 
space with him. 

And I forgot about it because Shah Rukh is the 
busiest man on the planet. So we were chatting 
and 10 minutes later, I saw a message on my 
phone with the name ‘SRK.’ I cannot tell you, I 
started screaming and running around my Red 
FM office. Then I called the director and 
writers and opened the message with everyone 
present. It was so fabulous as Shah Rukh said, 
‘I saw the trailer and the trailer looks amazing, 
Inshallah, more power to you and all the best 
with your career.'"

plans as you do," a part of his ays after announcing that they 
statement read.have parted ways, Bigg Boss 

Later, in an interview with Hindustan 15’s Ieshaan Sehgaal and D
Times, Ieshaan also explained how Miesha Iyer have now collaborated 
things changed after they left the Bigg for a music video. On Thursday, 
Boss 15 house and shared that it was Ieshaan took to his Instagram handle 
all ‘very much different’. He went and dropped a poster in which he was 
on to say that it’s good that they seen romancing his former ladylove. 
have broken up and told the While he sported a white kurta, 
news portal, “She wanted Miesha wore a suit of the same colour.
different things from life and The song is titled ‘Tere Bin’ and is sung 
so did I. The circumstances by Shubham Singh. While the lyrics 
of the show were very are written by Samay, the song is 
different. I was very much composed by Showkidd and Harsh 
i n v e s t e d  i n  t h e  Krgeti. It is produced by Shubham 
relationship. When we Aggarwal, Ankur Aggarwal, Amit 
came out and entered the Garg and Siddharth Banerjee whereas 
real world, it was very the music video is directed by Sumit 
much different from Bamal.
what we were facing The music video announcement comes 
inside the house. I just a few days after Ieshaan issued a 
think it is good that statement announcing that he and 
we broke up.”Miesha are no longer in a relationship. 

“I’m not in touch He had mentioned that even though he 
with her. If you wanted this relationship to last long, 
are asking if I’m things did not work out well between 
on talking terms them. “It is better to clear that we are 
with her or I’d not together anymore. I obviously had 
like to talk to plans to have a long-term one but 
her, then no,” the sometimes life doesn’t have the same 

Reacts to Dating Rumours 

With Pakistani Actor Imran 

Abbas, Says 'Had a Huge 

Laugh About It'
other for many years, since the meesha Patel is 
time I studied with him at a m a k i n g  t h e  
university in the US. And I have headlines lately A
stayed in touch with most of my f o r  h e r  r u m o u r e d  
friends in Pakistan, who just love r e l a t i o n s h i p  w i t h  
India. Abbas belongs to the film Pakistani actor Imran 
industry there, and we have a lot Abbas. Rumours started 
more to talk about."doing the round after the 

For the unversed, Ameesha shared a actress shared a video with 
cute video in which she is seen him on Instagram. Now, the 
recreating her romantic song Dil actress broke her silence and 
Mein Dard Sa from her 2002 reacted to the dating rumours.
movie Kranti. Sharing the clip on In a recent interview, she denied the 
social media, she wrote, “Having dating rumours and said she had a 
fun in BAHRAIN last week with laugh after reading the reports. “I 
my superstar friend Imran Abbas. read them too, and had a huge 
Originally a song from my laugh about it. The whole thing is 
KRANTI w/ Bobby Deol .. just crazy and full of silliness. I 
happens to be 1 of Imran Abbas was meeting my buddy after so 
fav songs and mine filminess."many years. So, it was just a catch 

The actor, Imran Abbas, has earlier up," she told Hindustan Times.
worked in Bollywood opposite Talking about the video that led to 
Bipasha Basu in Creature 3D. the rumours, she said, “He 
Seeing the clip, the first one to happens to love that song of mine. 
comment was none other than It’s his favourite song… We just 
Imran. He wrote, “It was so much did an impromptu thing, which 
fun recording this video on was recorded by a friend. It came 
certainly one of my most favourite out so cute, so we posted it. It was 
songs shot on you. Looking not planned."
forward to seeing you soon again."She added, “We have known each 

Ameesha 
Patel 

Ieshaan Sehgaal
 Miesha Iyer 

 and

Romance For a Music Video Days After Announcing Break-Up

Bigg Boss 15's 

Ameesha 
Patel 
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